ONLINE SEARCH IN ARCHIVE OF THE JABOTINSKY INSTITUTE

SEARCH
You may search using one word or a group of words, for one or more material types.
Your search value may be one word or a group of words. It is possible to connect search
values using Boolean operators: "and", "or", "and not", "w/N".
For instructions on using Boolean operators, see the section Boolean Operators.
You may search for several types of materials simultaneously. Select one or more types
of material from the list of material types. Search for all material types related to your
search by selecting "Select All". Cancel your choices by selecting "Clear Selection".

BOOLEAN OPERATORS
You may use Boolean Operators (and, or, and not, w/N) to construct a complex search:
and:
Jabotinsky and Betar will return results in which those words appear (not necessarily
adjacent).
or:
Jabotinsky or Betar will return results in which at least one of the words appears.
and not:
Jabotinsky and not Betar will return results in which Jabotinsky appears and not Betar.
w/N:
Jabotinsky w/1 Zeev This proximity operator defines the maximum distance between
the two words that are being searched. Using this operator will return results: Jabotinsky
Zeev and Zeev Jabotinsky. Use this operator when searching for names of individuals.

SEARCH RESULTS
The list of search results displays the items that meet the search conditions you have
entered. This list includes: Item name, Date or Date range, Reference code and other
details, according to the material type.
The Item name is a link to the Item details which includes additional information about
the item, and a link to multimedia files, where they exist.
ITEM DETAILS
Item Details include a detailed description of the item according to the particular type of
material: content details, keywords and multimedia files, where it exists. You may access
the item details from the list of search results by clicking the item name.
Description: Detailed summary of the item content or its description.
Note: To view lengthy descriptions, click Display description.
Keywords: Keywords are intended to emphasize and connect the main subjects to which
the accessed item relates, within the scope of the Jabotinsky Institute Archive.

Click the keyword to display the list of other items (of the same material type) which
share the same keyword.
Note: To view extensive lists of Keywords, click Display keywords.

Multimedia Files:
Item details is linked to the digital version of the material, when it exists. Material types
linked to multimedia files include: Files, Jabotinsky - articles, Jabotinsky - letters,
Photographs and, in some cases, Books.

Multimedia files exist on the site in low resolution, permitting quick access. All digital
documents and photographs bear watermarks. Photographs are in jpeg format and
documents are in PDF format.

